Administrivia

• Updated TA office hours on webpage, but…
• We’re getting a third TA!
• Second recitation: either Weds. 2pm or Thurs. 2pm instead of OH
• Homework 1 will come out on Thursday; how many did HW0?
• Webboard is up: start using for common questions
• You can get the notes I use
  – They’re brief, but a quick summary

Agenda

• Continue Java/OO introduction

Java refresher

• Static vs. nonstatic
  – Why static methods? Just a convenience convention
• Primitive vs. reference types, continued
  – Look at integer example again
  – Getter/setter methods
  – Wrapper classes
    – When to use wrapper classes? Both inserting into Collections and using static utility methods
  – Garbage collection, reviewed
  – Strings are both? “=” overload
• Packages
  – What does it mean to import?
  – Java.util.* or java.io.*
• Exceptions
• Javadocs, books – can’t guarantee board code

Next time…

• Lists, finally!
• HW#1 will deal with basic list operations – you should have enough time to get up to speed on basic Java programming